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Current world problems require clear thinking not only at the level of systems as a whole but also at a level higher because globalisation difficulties most often lie at the interoperating interface between systems [8]. This is the current subject matter of applied universal logic where fundamental questions about foundations need to be raised to provide a rigorous conceptual understanding of the interstitial logic necessary for the stability of interoperating systems.  Universal logic provides a study of logical structures and here we are concerned with its dynamic face at its highest level. 

The classical logic that dominated the twentieth century was in the main local and could therefore be very adequately built on the premises of Whitehead and Russell's  Principia Mathematica. There were of course very many developments in higher order and non-classical logic in the last century but they almost without exception all implicitly relied on the Principia. Franzén [2] argues that Gödel's theorems make undecidable any such axiomatic system based on number or its set analogue. Furthermore Gödel went further in showing that while first order predicate logic is complete, the same does not extend to first order intuitionistic logic.  Interoperating systems however are by their very nature not closed and therefore need the open semantics of intuitionistic logic. 

Computer science has greatly boosted both the depth and breadth of applied logic. Two branches in particular have been prolific in the use of reasoning applied to real world activity. These are the study of artificial intelligence and the use of database technology for information systems. While artificial intelligence has been launched using programming methods with a formal basis like list programming and functional languages, these are essentially from the same stable as the  Principia  and therefore subject to the vagaries of   Gödel undecidability [3]. Databases on the other hand have been derived from real world data applications in commercial information systems, often built on the quite formal basis of the relational model of Codd [1]. Its use is so widespread that Halpern and his co-authors have cited [4] the relational model as evidence 'on the unusual effectiveness of logic in computer science'. 

In fact this is a long way form the real picture and this paper sets out some of the detail of how in practice Codd's relational model as currently implemented is very much subject to Gödel undecidability. This proves a very salutary reminder of the limitations to applied universal logic when treated classically [5]. Null data values are undecidable, multiple occurrence data in bags rely on natural numbers and are therefore undecidable according to Franzén’s criteria; closed world assumption is a reductionist view of data and consequently results in loss of information, normal forms apply a standardised typing to simplify update operations; vendor variety is symptomatic of Gödel undecidability. Not invalidly chosen with different ways of dealing with problems. 

Thus universal logic needs to escape Gödel’s clutches which constrain any approach based on models. A move to a metaphysical representation such as in category theory [7] is able to provide interpretational logic as can be found in defeasance [6]. 
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